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 .We consider a Hamiltonian system u q =V u s 0 where the potential V:È
RN _ S ª R has a unique strict global maximum at a point p g RN and a singular
N  4 Nset S ; R _ p such that R _ S is open, path-connected and the fundamental
 N .group G s p R _ S is nontrivial. Under some compactness conditions on V at1
infinity and around the singular set S we study the existence of homoclinic orbits
to p which link with S. When V and G satisfy suitable geometrical conditions, we
can prove the existence of multiple homoclinics, each one belonging to a different
homotopy class of G. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study the second-order Hamiltonian system in RN of the type
HS u q =V u s 0, .  .È
where the potential V has a unique strict global maximum at a point, that
we can take as the origin, and a singular set. More precisely, we assume
that
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 . N  4 NS0 S is a closed subset of R _ 0 such that R _ S is path-con-
 N .nected and the fundamental group G s p R _ S, 0 is nontrivial;1
 . 1 N .V1 V g C R _ S, R ;
 .  .  . N   4.V2 V 0 s 0, V x - 0 for every x g R _ S j 0 ;
 .  .V3 lim V x s y` and there are a neighborhood N of S andx ª S S
1 . <  . <  .a function U g C N _ S, R such that lim U x s ` and V x FS x ª S
<  . < 2y =U x for every x g N _ S;S
 . 1 N .V4 there exist R ) 0 and a function U g C R , R such that`
<  . <  . <  . < 2 < <lim U x s ` and V x F y =U x for x G R, x f S.< x < ª` ` `
 .The simplest example of a singular set satisfying S0 is given by a point
 . 2  .or a compact contractible set in R . In this case the equation HS
describes the relative motion of a system of two particles which interact
 . < <yaeach with the other according to a potential V x , x ; y x y x , for1 2 1 2
< <x y x small, with a G 2.1 2
 .In the classical N-body problem, with potential of the type V x , . . . , x1 N
< <ya  3. ; y x y x x , . . . , x g R , the singular set for V i.e., the seti- j i j 1 N
.  .of collisions is a finite union of affine spaces and also satisfies S0 .
 .  .Assumptions V3 and V4 concern the local behavior of V respectively
 .near the singular set and at infinity. In particular, V3 is the strong-force
w x  .condition introduced by Gordon Go . It governs the rate at which V x ª
 .a  .y` as x ª S and holds, for example, provided lim sup dist x, S V xx ª S
 .  .- 0 for some a G 2. Similarly, with V4 we allow V x to go to 0 as
< <  .x ª `, x f S, although at a slow enough rate. Condition V4 is satisfied
< < b  .  xwhen lim x V x s 0 for some b g 0, 2 .< x < ª`, x f S
 .By V2 the origin is an unstable equilibrium. Let us note that no
hypothesis is made on the behavior of V in a neighborhood of 0.
In this work we will investigate the existence of homoclinic orbits to 0,
2 N .  .  .i.e. functions u g C R, R _ S solving HS and such that u t ª 0 and
 .u t ª 0 as t ª "`. In particular, given a homotopy class g g G, we lookÇ
for a homoclinic orbit belonging to g.
We notice that, contrary to the analogous periodic problem, which has
 w x.been widely studied see, e.g., Go , the homoclinic problem exhibits a lack
of compactness, which gives rise to some difficulties in finding multiple
 .  .  .homoclinics. In fact, assumptions S0 and V1 ] V4 seem too general to
guarantee the existence of a homoclinic orbit in every nontrivial homotopy
class. In this paper we give some geometrical conditions on V and on S
which allow us to find an infinite family of homotopy classes which may
.not exhaust G , each of them containing a homoclinic.
We point out that the presence of infinitely many geometrically distinct
homoclinic solutions i.e., that cannot be obtained one from the other by
.time translation or reflection is an indication of the nonintegrability and
 .  w x.chaotic behavior of the system HS see Bo2, BN .
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w xIn fact, this kind of problem, which goes back to Poincare P , has beenÂ
developed in the framework of the classical geometric theory of Hamilto-
 w x.nian dynamical systems by Smale, Birkhoff, Conley, and others see GH .
w xIn particular, using the Melnikov theory Me , it is possible to show a
chaotic behavior for a class of systems obtained adding a time periodic
perturbation to an integrable autonomous Hamiltonian system. Other
perturbative techniques have been subsequently set up to study systems
w xwith a more general time dependence MS .
Recently several results in the study of chaotic properties of certain
Hamiltonian systems with a hyperbolic rest point have been obtained also
 wwith variational methods see, for instance, Bo1, CZES, S1, S2, CZR,
x .MNT and the references therein .
In particular, in the case of planar second-order singular systems with an
w xalmost-periodic time dependence, Rabinowitz R3 proved the existence of
multibump solutions. In his argument a key role is played by a suitable
nondegeneracy variational assumption, which substitutes the classical
transversality condition.
In the autonomous case the nondegeneracy assumption is never satisfied
and a different approach is required to get multiplicity of homoclinic
 w xsolutions see ACZ, Bu, T2 for smooth, conservative second-order Hamil-
N w x.tonian systems in R ; see also BS .
A first existence result concerning homoclinics for singular second-order
conservative systems using variational methods was obtained by Tanaka
w xT1 when S is a point and V satisfies slightly stronger assumptions than
 .  .V1 ] V4 .
Then, assuming a pinching condition on V and using Ljusternik]
w xSchnirelmann category theory, Bessi Be was able to find N y 1 distinct
homoclinics.
A different kind of multiplicity was recently obtained by Bertotti and
w xJeanjean BJ , who considered the same situation studied in the present
 .paper and proved the existence of at least rank G distinct homoclinic
 w x.orbits see also Bo1 , characterized as minima of the Lagrangian func-
 . w xtional associated to HS . We also mention CS , where the multiplicity of
homoclinics for a Hamiltonian system on a manifold is related to the
topology of the manifold itself.
w x w xActually our results are motivated also by the papers CN and CJ
w xconcerning the planar case. This situation was already considered in R1
w xand Bo2 .
w xIn Bo2 a geometric condition on V concerning the cost, in term of the
action functional, to wind the singularity passing or not through 0 was
w xintroduced; under this condition, Bolotin Bo2 proved chaoticity of the
 .system HS on some invariant subset of the energy level e , for small
e ) 0.
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w xUnder the same condition, always for N s 2, Rabinowitz R1 showed
the existence of two distinct homoclinics. This result was subsequently
w ximproved in CJ to get the existence of infinitely many homoclinic solu-
w x w xtions, under the same assumptions of R1 . We point out that, in R1 as
w xwell as in CJ , the key tool is given by the fact that any closed curve with
winding number with respect to a point P greater than one, always admits
a noncontractible, simple subloop. This fact is due to the special topology
of R2 and fails in RN for N ) 2.
In this paper we give a generalization of the above condition, in order to
get multiple homoclinics also for N ) 2, even in the case in which rank
 .G s 1.
Precisely, we introduce a generalized condition involving a comparison,
in terms of the Lagrangian functional, between any homotopy class of
1, 2 N .curves u g W R, R _ S starting and ending at the origin and theloc
  .corresponding homology class see assumption A in Lemma 4.3 orn
 . .assumption A* in Remark 4.5 . This condition allows us to set up a
recursive argument to get a given number of distinct homoclinics, found as
absolute minima of the Lagrangian functional in their respective homotopy
class.
Our main result concerning the existence of infinitely many homoclinic
orbits is Theorem 4.4. We point out that the additional conditions assumed
in Theorem 4.4 involve indirectly the shape of the singular set S and of the
graph of V, and can be checked in some cases, as shown in Remark 4.5.
 .We also discuss a situation where the assumption A can be checkedn
 .  .in a recursive way Lemma 4.6 . In particular, A holds under a condi-n
w xtion, already introduced in CN , on the angle formed by the directions at
which a homoclinic orbit leaves and enters the origin, when the potential is
quadratic in a neighborhood of 0. Also this case is illustrated in an
 .example Remark 4.7 .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .We introduce the Lagrangian functional associated to HS
1 2< <w u s u y V u dt .  .Ç .H 2
R
defined on the Hilbert space
1, 2 N < < 2E s u g W R, R : u dt - ` . ÇHloc 5
R
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endowed with the norm
22 25 5 < <u s u 0 q u dt. . ÇH
R
 N .  .  . w xNotice that E ; C R, R and, by V2 , w u g 0, q` for u g E.
` N .The space E can be characterized as the completion of C R, Rc
 < < 2 .1r2endowed with the norm H u dt . We also note that any boundedÇR
sequence of E admits a subsequence converging weakly in E and strongly
`  N . `in L R, R s L to some u g E.loc loc
From this remark, the Lagrangian functional w turns out to be weakly
lower sequentially semicontinuous on E but one can see that it is not
continuous.
Then we consider the set
L s u g E: u t f S ; t g R, u t ª 0 as t ª "` . 4 .  .
Any function u g L describes a closed curve in RN which starts and ends
at the origin without crossing the singular set.
 N .We identify G s p R _ S, 0 with the set of homotopy classes of the1
curves u g L and we study the problem of existence of a minimizer for w
in g, where g is a fixed element of G.
We will use the following notation: for d ) 0 and u g E we set
 .  <  . < 4  .supp u s t g R: u t G d . Moreover, given u g E, we put L u sd
1 2< <  . w xu y V u . For every u g L we denote by u the element of GÇ2
w xcontaining u. In particular we write e s 0 the unit element of G. Finally,
< <given a measurable set A : R, we denote by A the Lebesgue measure
of A.
In the following lemma, we list some uniform estimates for the sublevel
 .  .sets of w, due to the strong-force assumptions V3 and V4 . We omit the
w xproof, which is standard and can be found, e.g., in CJ .
LEMMA 2.1. Gi¨ en a ) 0, the following properties hold:
 .  . 5 5 `  4i there is R s R a ) 0 such that u F R for any u g w F a ;L
 .  .  .ii there is r s r a ) 0 such that dist range u, S G r for any
 4u g w F a ;
 .  . <  . <iii for any d ) 0 there is t s t a ) 0 such that supp u F td d d d
 4for all u g w F a .
 .Remark 2.2. By Lemma 2.1, if w u - ` then u g L.
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Now we introduce some minimization classes. For H ; G, H / B we
define
 4L H s u g g : g g H .
c H s inf w u : u g L H . 4 .  .  .
 .  4.Moreover, for every g g G we set c g s c g . By Lemma 2.1, the
following result holds.
 4  .LEMMA 2.3. Gi¨ en a nonempty set H ; G _ e , if u g L H satisfies
 .  .  .w u s c H then u is a classical solution to HS homoclinic to 0.
 .Proof. Since w u - `, by Remark 2.2, there is r ) 0 such that
  . .  .dist u t , S G r ) 0 for every t g R. Then u q d ¨ g L H for every
1 N .¨ g C R, R , provided that d is sufficiently small. Since u is a minimizerc
 .for w in L H , standard arguments can be used to prove that u is a
 .  .classical solution to HS . Moreover, u t ª 0 as t ª "` and, since
<  . < <   .. < 5 5 `sup u t s sup V 9 u t - `, using the fact that u FÈ Ç L  I .t
tg R tg R
5 5 ` 5 5 ` .1r2 w x  .2 u u , where I s R _ yt, t , we also get that u t ª 0 asÈ ÇL  I . L  I . tt t
t ª "`.
The main goal of this section is to characterize the minimizing se-
 .quences for w in L H .
 .Remark 2.4. If e g H, then c H s 0. In addition, there is c ) 0 such0
 .  4that c H G c for every nonempty set H : G _ e . Indeed, if e f H,0
 .  .   .since dist 0, S s r ) 0, then c H G inf w u : u g L, range u _ B /0 r 0
4B s c ) 0.0
First we recall a result, in the spirit of the concentration]compactness
w x  .principle by Lions L , which shows the behavior of the sequences u ; En
 .such that sup w u - `.n
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.5. Let u ; E be such that w u ª a g 0, ` andn n
5 5 `  .lim sup u s d ) 0. Then for any d g 0, d there is a subsequence ofLn 0 0
 .  .  .u , denoted again by u , functions w , . . . , w g L, with supp w / Bn n 1 l d i
 1.  l .for any i s 1, . . . , l, and corresponding sequences t , . . . , t ; R suchn n
that:
lim t iq1 y t i s ` for any i s 1, . . . , l y 1; 2.1 . .n n
nª`
lim u ?q t i s w weakly in E and strongly in L` for any i s 1, . . . , l ; .n n i loc
nª`
2.2 .
w w q ??? qw w F a; 2.3 .  .  .1 l
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 .for any e g 0, d there exists n g N such that, for n G n ,e e
l
i isupp w ?y t : supp u : supp w ?y t , . .  . .  .D Ddqe i n d n dye i n
2.4 .is1 is1
i jsupp w ?y t l supp w ?y t s B for i / j. .  . .  .dye i n dye j n
 .Moreo¨er, 1 F l F l with l g N independent of the sequence u .d , a d , a n
 .Remark 2.6. Since w g L and 2.1 holds, then we get that, for everyi
 .    i ..   j ..e g 0, d , dist supp w ?y t , supp w ?y t ª q` as n ª ` fordye i n dye j n
1   .4  .i / j. Moreover, let us fix d F min d , r , r a , where r a is given by0 02
Lemma 2.1 and r is defined as in Remark 2.4. Let U be bounded0 i
 . i ineighborhoods of A s supp w , let A s t q A , U s t q U ,i dye i n, i n i n, i n i
and
l dist t , R _ U .n , i iy t s w t y t . .  .n i ndist t , R _ U q dist t , A .  .n , i n , iis1
<  .  . <For n large enough, U l U s B if i / j and u t y y t - d forn, i n, j n n
1<  .  . <   . . w xevery t g R. Since u t y y t - dist u t , S we infer that y g u .n n n n n2
w x w x w x w x w xBut y g w ??? w holds, too. Then u s w ??? w .n 1 l n 1 l
w xFor the proof of Lemma 2.5 and related remarks, we refer to CJ . Now,
 .in view of the characterization of the minimizing sequences for w in L H ,
we state a result concerning the weak limit of these sequences.
 .  .  4  .LEMMA 2.7. Let u ; L H and ¨ g E _ 0 be such that w u ªn n
 . w x  . w x.c H and u ª ¨ weakly in E. Then ¨ g L, ¨ / e, and w ¨ s c ¨ .n
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that u ª ¨ weakly inn
E and strongly in L` . Since w is weakly lower sequentially semicontinu-loc
 .  .ous, we have w ¨ F c H and then, by Remark 2.2, ¨ g L. Hence for any
 . <  . < < <d g 0, r there is T ) 0 such that ¨ t - d for t ) T . We set0 d d
< <¡u t for t ) T q 1, .n d
< <0 for t F T ,d~¨ t s .n t y T u T q 1 for T - t F T q 1, .  .d n d d d¢ yt y T u yT y 1 for yT y 1 F t - yT , .  .d n d d d
and we evaluate
T q1 yT T q1d d d
w ¨ s w u y L u dt q L ¨ dt q L ¨ dt. .  .  .  .  .H H Hn n n n n
yT y1 yT y1 Td d d
2.5 .
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<  < <. <By pointwise convergence, we have u T q 1 F d . Hencen d
yT T q1d d 2L ¨ dt q L ¨ dt F d q M , 2.6 .  .  .H Hn n d
yT y1 Td d
<  . <where M s 2 max V x . In addition, since u ª ¨ weakly in E andd < x < F d n
strongly in L` , we also haveloc
T q1 T q1d dL ¨ dt F lim inf L u dt. 2.7 .  .  .H H n
yT y1 yT y1d d
 .  .Then 2.5 ] 2.7 imply
T q1d2lim sup w ¨ F c H q d q M y L ¨ dt. 2.8 .  .  .  .Hn d
yT y1d
 .  .  .By V1 ] V2 and since ¨ / 0, taking d g 0, r sufficiently small, we can0
2  .insure that d q M y w ¨ - 0 and thusd Id
lim sup w ¨ - c H . 2.9 .  .  .n
w x w xIf it were ¨ s e, then for d ) 0 small we would have ¨ g u , that is,n n
 .  .¨ g L H , which, together with 2.9 , leads to a contradiction with then
 . w xdefinition of c H . Therefore ¨ / e.
 . w x.To prove that w ¨ s c ¨ , we argue by contradiction assuming that
 . w x. w x w xw ¨ ) c ¨ . Then there is ¨ g ¨ such that supp ¨ ; yR, R fore e
 . w x.  . w x.some R ) 0 and w ¨ F c ¨ q er2 where e s w ¨ y c ¨ . Wee
 . 2 <  . <choose d s d e such that d q M - er8 and T ) R such that ¨ t - dd d
< <  .for t ) T and H L ¨ dt - er8. Setting y s ¨ q ¨ , we haved < t < G T q1 n n ed
 .that y g L H andn
e
w y s w ¨ q w ¨ F w ¨ q w ¨ y , .  .  .  .  .n n e n 2
 .which, together with 2.8 and by the choice of d and T , givesd
e
lim sup w y F c H y , .  .n 4
 .contrary to the definition of c H .
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We conclude this section by describing the behavior of the minimizing
 .sequences for w in L H .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.8. Let u ; L H be such that w u ª c H . Then there isn n
 .  .  4a subsequence of u , denoted again by u , functions w , . . . , w g L _ 0n n 1 l
 1.  l .and corresponding sequences t , . . . , t ; R such that:n n
lim t iq1 y t i s ` for any i s 1, . . . , l y 1; .n n
nª`
lim u ?q t i s w weakly in E and strongly in L` for any i s 1, . . . , l ; .n n i loc
nª`
w xw w s c w for any i s 1, . . . , l ; .  .i i
w w q ??? qw w s c H ; .  .  .1 l
w x w xw ??? w g H .1 l
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let u ; L H be such that w u ª c H . Clearlyn n
1
`5 5    ..4lim sup u G r and, fixing d s min d , r , r c H , by Lemma 2.5,Ln 0 0 02
 .  .there is a subsequence of u , denoted again by u , functions w , . . . ,n n 1
 4  1.  l .  .  .w g L _ 0 and sequences t , . . . , t ; R satisfying 2.1 ] 2.4 . More-l n n
w x w x w xover, by Remark 2.6, w ??? w s u g H and, by Lemma 2.7,1 l n
w x  . w x.w / 0 and w w s c w for any i s 1, . . . , l. Finally, defining y si i i n
l  i .  .  . l  . w ?y t , by 2.1 , we can easily check that w y ª  w wis1 i n n is1 i
w x w x w x  . l  .  .and y s w ??? w g H. Hence c H F  w w . By 2.3 wen 1 l is1 i
l .  .infer that c H s  w w .is1 i
 .  4COROLLARY 2.9. i If g , . . . , g g G _ e and g s g ??? g then1 l 1 l
 .  .  .c g F c g q ??? qc g .1 l
 .ii For e¨ery g g G there exist g , . . . , g g G such that g s g ??? g ,1 l 1 l
 .  .  .  .c g s c g q ??? qc g , and for e¨ery i s 1, . . . , l the ¨alue c g is1 l i
achie¨ ed by w at some u g g .i i
 .Proof. To prove part i , it is enough to consider for every i s 1, . . . , l a
 i . 1 N .minimizing sequence u ; g l C R, R for w in g . Then we definen i c i
 . l i  i .  1.  l .u t s  u t y t with suitable sequences t , . . . , t ; R suchn is1 n n n n
i  i . j  j .that supp u ?y t l supp u ?y t s B for every n g N, as i / j.n n n n
 .  .   1 .  l ..Hence u g g and c g F lim w u s lim w u q ??? qw u sn n n n
 .  .c g q ??? qc g .1 l
 .  4Part ii follows directly by Lemma 2.8, choosing H s g .
3. ABSTRACT SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
 .We will define a suitable decreasing sequence H of subsets of Gk k g N
 .and we look at the distribution of the values c H .k
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To do this, we can consider a more general situation where a nonnega-
tive function is defined on a decreasing sequence of sets and the corre-
sponding infimum values satisfy certain relations.
 4Let X be a nonempty set, A a sequence of pairwise disjoint,k k g N
w xnonempty subsets of X, and f : X ª 0, q` a given function. For
 .every k g N we set B s D A and b s inf f B . We observe thatk hG k h k k
B ; B and then b F b . We assume that:kq1 k k kq1
 .i 0 - b - q` for every k g N and lim b s q`;k k ªq` k
 .ii if k F k q ??? qk where l g N and k , . . . , k g N then b F1 l 1 l k
b q ??? qb ;k k1 l
 .iii for every k g N there exist l g N and k , . . . , k g N such that:1 l
b s b q ??? qb ,k k k1 l
k F k q ??? qk ,1 l
; i s 1, . . . , l ' x g A : f x s b . .k k k ki i i i
 .  .Remark 3.1. By ii and iii we deduce that if b - b q ??? qbk k k1 l
 4whenever k F k q ??? qk with l g N _ 1 , then b is achieved, i.e.,1 l k
 .there is x g B such that f x s b .k k
Remark 3.2. If 1 F k - k , b s b , and b is attained, then, for1 2 k k k1 2 2
 4every k g k , . . . , k , b is attained, too, and b s b .1 2 k k k1
 4LEMMA 3.3. Let k s sup k g N: b s b . Then k - q` and b is1 k 1 1 k
 4achie¨ ed for e¨ery k g I [ 1, . . . , k .1 1
 .  4Proof. The value k is finite because of i . Now, if k s k , l g N _ 11 1
and k , . . . , k g N such that k F k q ??? qk , then b G b s b and1 l 1 l k 1 k 1i
 .thus b q ??? qb G 2b ) b by i . Hence, by Remark 3.1, b isk k k k k1 l 1 1 1
attained and, by Remark 3.2, b is attained too, for every k g I .k 1
By induction, for n g N we define
k
J s k g N: b - b q b ,nq1 k k r k .n n 5kn
w x  .where a denotes the integer part of a real number a , r k s k yn
Ãw xkrk k and we agree that b s 0. If J / B we set k s inf J ,n n 0 nq1 nq1 nq1
Ã 4  4k s sup k g N: b s b , and I s k , . . . , k .Ãnq1 k k nq1 nq1 nq1nq 1
 .We point out that, by i , k - q` and I ; J .nq1 nq1 nq1
LEMMA 3.4. If b is achie¨ ed for e¨ery k g I j ??? j I and J / B,k 1 n nq1
then b is achie¨ ed also for k g I .k nq1
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Proof. By Remark 3.2 it is enough to prove that b is achieved. First,knq 1Ã w xwe point out that for k - k we have that b s krk b q b withnq1 k n k r k .n n
 .  4  .r k g 0, . . . , k y 1 . Now, if r k g I then b s b . Otherwise,n n n n r k . kn nÃ . w  . xr k - k and then b s r k rk b q b . Arguing recur-n n r k . n ny1 k r  r k ..n ny1 ny1 n
sively, we obtain that b is a linear combination of b , . . . , b withk k kn 1
nonnegative integer coefficients.
 .Now, let us take k s k . By property iii , b s b q ??? qb fornq1 k k knq 1 1 l
some k , . . . , k g N such that k F k q ??? qk and b is achieved by1 l nq1 1 l k iÃf in A for every i s 1, . . . , l. If k - k for every i s 1, . . . , l, then, byk i nq1i
the previous part, b is a linear combination of b , . . . , b with nonneg-k k knq 1 n 1w xative integer coefficients. Since b - k rk b q b for i sk iq1 i k r k .iq1 i i iq1
1, . . . , n y 1 we get that
inf b q ??? qb : k g I j ??? j I , k q ??? qk G k 4k k i 1 n 1 l nq11 l
knq1s b q s ,k nnkn
 .where s is a sum of certain b , . . . , b such that h q ??? qh G r k .n h h 1 j n nq11 j
Hence s G b and this contradicts the fact that k g J .n r k . nq1 nq1n nq1
Ã  4Therefore k G k for some i g 1, . . . , l . Then b G b s bÃi nq1 k k ki nq1 nq1
and, at the same time, b F b q ??? qb . Hence l s 1 and b s bk k k k ki 1 l nq1 1
for some k G k such that b is achieved by f in A . On the other1 nq1 k k1 1
hand, by the definition of k , it must be k g I . Then k s k andnq1 1 nq1 1 nq1
the proof is complete.
4. MAIN RESULT AND EXAMPLES
 .In this section we study the case in which, in addition to S0 , the
following property on S holds:
 .S1 there exists a homomorphism p of G onto Z.
We point out that this assumption is quite general and is satisfied in all
 .the cases described in the introduction. In particular, S1 always holds
true for N s 2 when G is nontrival, and for N G 3 when S admits a
component given by a manifold of dimension N y 2.
 .Under condition S1 , that we always assume from now on, we will apply
the general setting discussed in Section 3, taking f s w and A s g g G:k
 . 4   . 4p g s k . Hence, with the notation of Section 3, B s g g G: p g G kk
 .and b s c B .k k
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 .  .  .LEMMA 4.1. i 0 - c B - q` for e¨ery k g N and lim c Bk k ªq` k
s q`;
 .  .ii if k F k q ??? qk where l g N and k , . . . , k g N, then c B F1 l 1 l k
 .  .c B q ??? qc B ;k k1 l
 .iii for e¨ery k g N there exist l g N and k , . . . , k g N such that:1 l
c B s c B q ??? qc B , .  .  .k k k1 l
k F k q ??? qk ,1 l
; i s 1, . . . , l , ' u g A : w u s c A . .  .i k i ki i
 .  .Proof. i The first part follows by the fact that p e s 0 and by
 .Remark 2.4. Moreover, c B ª q` as k ª q` because, otherwise, it isk
 .  .possible to find a sequence u g L such that w u is bounded andn n
w x.p u ª `. But, by Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.6, there exist w , . . . , wn 1 l
w x w x w x w x.such that, for a subsequence u s w ??? w that implies p un 1 l n
bounded, a contradiction.
 .  .ii Let k, k , . . . , k g N l g N be such that k F k q ??? qk .1 l 1 l
For every g g B , . . . , g g B it turns out that g ??? g g B because1 1 l l 1 l k
 .  .  .  .p g ??? g s p g q ??? qp g G k q ??? qk G k. Then c B F1 l 1 l 1 l k
 .  .  .  .c g ??? g F c g q ??? qc g , by Corollary 2.9 i . Now the thesis fol-1 l 1 l
lows from the arbitrariness of g g B , . . . , g g B .1 1 l l
 .  4iii Fixing k g N, by Lemma 2.8, there are g , . . . , g g G _ e such1 l
 .  .  .that g ??? g g B , c B s c g q ??? qc g and for every i s 1, . . . , l1 l k k 1 l
 .  .the value c g is achieved by w at some u g g . Setting k s p gi i i i i
 .  .i s 1, . . . , l , we have that k q ??? qk s p g ??? g G k. Moreover,1 l 1 l
for every i s 1, . . . , l, k ) 0. Indeed, otherwise, if k F 0 for somei j
 4  .  .j g 1, . . . , l , then, setting g 9 s  g , we have p g 9 s  p g Gi/ j i i/ j i
 . X  .  .  .p g ??? g G k, namely g g B , while c g 9 F  c g - c g s1 l k i/ j i i
 .c B , a contradiction. Here we used again Corollary 2.9 and the fact thatk
 .  .  .  .  .g / e. Then, by part ii , c B s c g G c B G c B . Finally,i k i k ki
 .  .knowing that c g is attained by w, we prove that also c A is attained,i k i
 .  .  .  .showing that c A s c g . On the contrary, if c A / c g for somek i k ji j
 4  .  .j g 1, . . . , l , then we can find g g A such that c g - c g .j k j jj
Setting g s g ??? g g g ??? g , we can easily check that g g B but1 jy1 j jq1 l k
 .  .c g - c B , a contradiction. Thus the proof is complete.k
Now, by Lemmas 4.1, 3.3, and 2.3, it immediately follows:
COROLLARY 4.2. There exist an integer k g N and a homoclinic solution1
 .  .  .  .  .  .to HS u g L A such that w u s c A and c A s c A for1 k 1 k k k1 1 1
e¨ery k s 1, . . . , k .1
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Following the same notation used in Section 3, we define recursively, for
n g N:
k
J s k g N: c B - c B q c B . .  .  .nq1 k k r k .n n 5kn
By Lemmas 3.4 and 2.3, whenever J / B, there exist integersnq1
 .k , . . . , k g N with k - k i s 1, . . . , n and homoclinic solutions to1 nq1 i iq1
 .  .  .HS u , . . . , u g L such that u g A and w u s c A for every1 nq1 i k i ki i
i s 1, . . . , n q 1.
Hence the next goal will be to give conditions implying that J / B.nq1
 N .For this purpose we introduce the homology group H R _ S and the1
 N .  N .corresponding Hurewicz map f : p R _ S, 0 ª H R _ S defined byH 1 1
w x  w x.u ¬ cls u where cls u denotes the homology class of u g L see Ro .
LEMMA 4.3. Gi¨ en n g N, assume that:
 .  . 1, 2w x N .A there exist j g N and w g f A l W s , t , R _ Sn n n H j n nn
such that
1 1tnL w dt - c A . .  .H n k nj ksn nn
Then J / B.nq1
Proof. We set t s t y s and for every m g N we definen n n
0 for t F s y 1 and t ) mt q s q 1,¡ n n n
y t y s for s y 1 - t F s , .y n n n~w t q 1 y j t for j y 1 t q s - t F jt q sy t s  .  . .  .n n n n n nm
and j s 1, . . . , m ,¢y t y mt y s for mt q s - t F mt q s q 1, .q n n n n n n
1w x N . 1w x N .where y g C y1, 0 , R _ S and y g C 0, 1 , R _ S satisfyy q
 .  .  .  .y "1 s 0 and y 0 s w s . Since w g F A , we can choose y" " n n n H j "n
such that, for every m g N, y g A .m m jn
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Arguing by contradiction, let us assume that J s B. Hencenq1
0 1 tnL y dt q L y dt q m L w dt .  .  .H H Hy q n
y1 0 sn
G c A .m jn
mjns c A q c A .  .k r m j .n n nkn
mjnG y 1 c A .kn /kn
and then, dividing by mj and taking the limit m ª q`, we getn
1 1tnL w dt G c A , .  .H n k nj ksn nn
contrary to the assumption.
Now we can state our main result about the existence of infinitely many
homoclinics, which immediately follows by Lemmas 4.3 and 3.4.
N  4 N  .  .THEOREM 4.4. Let S ; R _ 0 and V: R _ S ª R satisfy S0 ] S1
 .  .  .and V1 ] V4 . In addition, assume that A holds true for e¨ery n g N.n
 .Then there is an increasing sequence k : N and a corresponding sequencen
 .  .  .u ; L of homoclinic solutions to HS such that u g A and w u sn n k nn
 .c A for e¨ery n g N.kn
Remark 4.5. Since we have no information about the sets A , insteadkn
 .of assuming A for every n g N, we can consider the following condi-n
tion, which is less general but easier to check in some cases:
 .  . w x.A* for every u g E such that w u s c u there exist T ) 0 and
w x. 1, 2w x N .w g f u l W 0, T , R _ S such thatH
T
L w dt - w u . 4.1 .  .  .H
0
 .We point out that the left-hand side in 4.1 is essentially independent of
 .dist S, 0 , while the right-hand side takes into account also the cost to go
 .from 0 to S and so, roughly speaking, is large for dist S, 0 large. In this
 .meaning, the condition A* concerns the geometric shape of the potential
and of the singular set.
w xIn the following lemma, already considered in CN , we state a result
 .which can be used to check the condition A in a recursive way.n
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1 N .LEMMA 4.6. If V g C R _ S, R satisfies
 .  . < < 2V5 V x ; ya x as x ª 0, for some a ) 0,
then for e¨ery homoclinic orbit u g L ¨erifying
u s u t .  .
lim ? ) 0 4.2 .
u s u tsªy`  .  .
tªq`
w x. 1, 2w x N .there exist T ) 0 and w g f u l W 0, T , R _ S such thatH
T  .  .H L w dt - w u .0
w xProof. We only sketch the proof and we refer to CN for the details.
 .  .Given d ) 0 small enough, we define t d , t d g R such thaty q
<   .. < <  . <  .  .u t d s d and u t - d for t - t d and for t ) t d . Then, for" q y
every T ) 0 we set up the following minimization problem:
T 1, 2 Nw xm T s inf L ¨ dt : ¨ g W 0, T , R , .  .  .H
0
5 5¨ F 2d , ¨ 0 s u t d , ¨ T s u t d . .  .  .  . .  .` q y 5
Using the quadratic behavior of V in a small neighborhood of 0 and the
 .  .angle condition 4.2 , we can prove that for T sufficiently large m T -
ty d .  . `  .H L u dt q H L u dt. Thus, we can construct a closed curve w iny` t d .q w  .  .xthe same homotopy class of u, coinciding with u for t g t d , t d andy q
  ..   ..connecting u t d to u t d in a finite time, in a 2d-neighborhoody q
 .of 0, for which 4.1 holds true.
Remark 4.7. We notice that the result given by Lemma 4.6 depends
only on the quadratic behavior of V at the origin and not on the other
assumptions on V and S.
 .As an example in which every homoclinic orbit u g L verifies 4.2 we
can consider a potential V of the form
< <V x s V x q V x , .  .  .0 s
1, 1 . 1 N .where V g C R , R and V g C R _ S, R is singular at the set S0 q s
and has support included in a cone with center 0 and width less than pr2.
 .  .  .  .Hence, in this case, under the assumptions V1 ] V5 and S0 ] S1
 .the system HS admits infinitely many geometrically distinct homoclinic
solutions.
Finally, putting together Theorem 4.4, Remark 4.5, and Lemma 4.6, we
can state the following result.
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N  4 N  .  .COROLLARY 4.8. Let S ; R _ 0 and V: R _ S ª R satisfy S0 ] S1
 .  .and V 1 ] V5 . In addition, assume that e¨ery homoclinic orbit u g L such
 . w x.  .that w u s c u and u g A for some k g N satisfies 4.2 . Then there isk
 .  .an increasing sequence k : N and a corresponding sequence u ; L ofn n
 .  .  .homoclinic solutions to HS such that u g A and w u s c A forn k n kn n
e¨ery n g N.
Remark 4.9. We note that in the two-dimensional case the existence of
infinitely many homoclinics can be obtained in a simpler way, even under
 w x w x.weaker assumptions see CN and CJ . Indeed the possibility to define a
winding number and the fact that a closed curve with a winding number
greater than one admits a self-intersection guarantees automatically the
inductive assumption for every n g N, if it is true for n s 1.
Remark 4.10. We point out that all the above results hold true with
small corrections even when the potential admits a periodic time depen-
dence, provided that the singular set as well as the global maximum point
for V is uniform in time. This happens, for instance, for a system of the
 .  .  .type u q a t =V u s 0, with a g C R, R periodic, positive and V and SÈ
as above. The only difference with respect to the autonomous case is that
the system is invariant under the discrete group TZ instead of R, T being
the period of a. For this reason Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8 have to be modified
 1.  l .taking t , . . . , t ; TZ.n n
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